CellocatorTM Cello IQ-Family

High-end Driver / Fleet Safety and Eco-driving
Cello-IQ is a driver safety and Eco driving applica on, designed to improve ﬂeet safety and
reduce ﬂeet opera ng costs. It is one of very few systems on the market that provides a ﬂeet
safety and Eco driving solu on, while being simultaneously ready for integra on with any
TSP’s SW pla#orm with minimal integra on and development eﬀort.
The Cello-IQ device processes and interprets vehicle dynamics and vehicle opera on pa(erns
into driver safety and Eco scores, reﬂec ng the driver’s rela ve level of risk, fuel consump on
and emission footprint within the scope of a given popula on and/or a vehicle category. It is
available in two variants, Cello-IQ 50, the premium solu on, and Cello-IQ 40 – the entry level
solu on.

The system fulﬁlls the following main func"ons:
Driving Behavior Management - Detects, processes, logs and reports a wide set of
events and/or raw data concerned with hazardous or aggressive driving behavior (“Safety”
features).
E-Call & Emergency Data Recording (EDR) - Detects, logs, reports and uploads accident events and accident raw data for later crash event reconstruc on on the server side.
Eco Driving Management - Detects and reports events which feature uneconomical and
environmentunfriendly driving in terms of fuel consump on, emission and accelerated wear
and tear (brakes, axles, engine, etc. – “Eco” features).
On-board Trip Level Scoring - Provides trip sta s cs informa on, which includes Eco scoring and Safety scoring based on the informa on gathered and processed on-board during a
trip.
Driver Coaching - Provides con nuous real me, visual and/or audible feedback to the driver, via a dedicated “Driver Feedback Display”, regarding the risk level of the driver’s driving
and hazardous/ uneconomical event iden ﬁca on.
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